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Introduction 

One question I’m asked most often is how I get so much done. This year, I’ve written a book and 
grown my interior design business while primarily being a stay-at-home mom. My journey has been 
far from effortless, but I can honestly say that I’m living my dream life. I’ve found entrepreneurship 
to be a pressure cooker for self-mastery and personal development. Hustle is what got me out of my 
day job, but continuing with that approach was only going to lead to one place for me - burn out. 
Once I was working for myself full-time and especially after I gave birth to our daughter, I knew I had 
to change the way I thought about goal-setting to create the sustainable work habits that would 
ultimately lead me to success.  

I believe that to live a creative, intentional life long-term, you must be just as in love with the process 
as you are with the end result. If you’re looking for an approach to productivity that feels spacious 
and inspired instead of pressured and paralyzing, I’ve written this guide for you. I’m sharing the 
methods that have worked for me in the hope they can help you overcome whatever is holding you 
back from making real progress on your biggest goals. I’ve discovered that true momentum comes 
first from recognizing your deepest desires and then harnessing the power of inspired productivity. 

Part 1: Recognizing Your Deepest Desires 

As I’m writing this, I’m in a season of transition as a work-from-home business woman and a mother 
of a soon-to-be toddler. I think a common misconception about me and working moms in general is 
that I handle everything I do with grace and ease. Not at all. It takes every ounce of energy, patience, 
creativity, and persistence I have to pursue both business and motherhood. Oftentimes, it takes 
MORE than what I have. I’m a sensitive person and I can’t create effectively if I’m not coming from a 
centered, peaceful place. So how do I manage a growing business as the primary caregiver for our 
daughter? How do I find that peace in the midst of the chaos of life? 

I start by discovering my deepest desires for my life, home and business and work 
towards those solely.  

Before I can be truly productive, I have to get crystal clear on what it is that I’m working towards. It’s 
so easy to overload our days with tasks that seem important and urgent, but aren’t actually moving us 
towards our deepest desires. How do you figure out your deepest desires? At this point, I’m practiced 
at getting in touch with my intuition, so I can usually sit down with my journal and find some clarity. 
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If I’m struggling to tune out the noise of the world and tune into my inner wisdom, I’ve found that 
guided meditation, journal prompts, prayer, tarot and quiet time in nature are all very helpful tools. 
My go-to way to recognize my deepest desires is to spend time visualizing my dream life in as much 
detail as possible. What would a day in my dream life be like? What I focus on is not how I want my 
life to look, but how I want my life to feel. Specifically what feelings I want more of in my life and 
what feelings I want less of. Giving names to those feelings will help you uncover your deepest 
desires. Some of the words that come up most for me in this season of life are spaciousness, 
flexibility, ease, purpose, fulfillment and peace. Looking at the common threads that run between 
those words, I recognize that my deepest desires for my life are freedom and alignment.  

Now that I know how much I value freedom and alignment, when I’m considering a business move or 
life change, I ask myself the following questions: 

How would my life change if I decide to do xyz?  

What would a typical day look like for me? 

How would that feel? 

If making that change wouldn’t add more freedom and alignment into my life, then I don’t do it. For 
example, I’ve considered the idea of renting a studio or retail space outside of my home many times. 
But at the end of the day, that decision would give me less freedom with my schedule and finances. 
Furthermore, while a brick-and-mortar location would be a big accomplishment, it just doesn’t feel 
that exciting or important to me right now. Therefore, I believe if I were to rent a space for my 
business I would feel less alignment than I do right now, working from my home studio. If you take 
away one thing from this workbook, let it be this: if you won’t like the way your day-to-day life feels 
after you’ve accomplished a goal - then what’s the point? If a goal isn’t in alignment with your 
deepest desires, then that means it’s probably ego-driven and not soul-led. It’s tempting to pursue 
achievement and flashy goals that make us look good to others. But external validation is fleeting and 
empty. I believe that true happiness and wholeheartedness comes from trusting your own intuition 
and living your daily life with intention.  
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Part 2: Harnessing Inspired Productivity 

After you’ve recognized your deepest desires and set goals that feel in alignment with them, you can 
use this newfound clarity to inform your approach to productivity. Western culture glorifies the idea 
of multi-tasking and being busy. But in my experience, it’s taken sustained, single-minded focus to 
achieve my biggest goals in life and business.  

Working with single minded focus means letting everything else go.  

In order to say “yes” to your deepest desires, you have to get comfortable with saying “no”. I know 
this is a struggle for a lot of people. It’s taken me a lot of inner work to set healthy boundaries. We all 
only have so many hours in the day, so saying “yes” to something always means saying “no” to 
something else. I believe we can achieve anything we set our minds to if we’re willing to work hard. I 
also believe that every decision we make in life is a cost benefit analysis. Will the benefit I get from 
saying “yes” to this opportunity outweigh the cost of what I’ll have to give up to make that “yes” 
happen? Success doesn’t come without sacrifice. These decisions can and will be uncomfortable, but 
don’t let that stop you. It takes courage to let go of the mediocre to pursue the great. 

By eliminating the non-essentials, we create time and space for inspired productivity. 

I wholeheartedly believe everything I’ve just told you, but even so, I struggle with overwhelm on a 
pretty regular basis. This isn’t something you just have to overcome once and then never worry about 
again. Life changes in big and small ways minute by minute - especially if you are a parent and/or 
creative business owner! The systems we create for one season of life/business won’t always work for 
the next season and that’s completely normal. I choose to believe that the challenges of each new 
stage are there to refine me and push me closer to the best version of myself. One system that has 
worked for me for the past 5 years has been the way I write to-do lists. I’m a bullet journaling, INFJ, 
1w9, dyed-in-the-wool introvert and also a visual person, so I process things on my own through 
writing and sketching. If you’re anything like me, perhaps this will work for you too!  

My method is simple. Every morning, I choose just 3 tasks I want to complete that day. Why 3? Well 
I’ve just found that to be a reasonable, realistic number that allows me to maintain the centered, 
peaceful feeling I need to do my best work. Also, limiting the size of my daily to-do list ensures that 
more often than not, I’m crossing everything off my list! Instead of ending each day feeling 
disappointed that I didn’t get more work done,  I feel confident in the work I did which in turn 
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energizes me for the next day. If I feel inspired to do more, I will, but I don’t put pressure on myself 
to accomplish anything beyond those 3 things. This method of writing to-do lists allows space for me 
to handle unexpected things without totally derailing my day and also gives me permission to take 
breaks when I need them! 

Some mornings, these 3 tasks I want to focus on come to mind easily. Other times I’m overwhelmed 
and don’t know where to start. When that happens, I follow these 5 simple steps - which I’ve also 
turned into an inspired productivity worksheet for you at the end of this guide! 

1. Make a brain dump of everything I could possibly do that day | I don’t know about 
you, but when I have a thousand ideas and to-do’s floating around in my head, I can’t focus 
on anything. Brain dumps are my best trick for creating the mental space necessary for 
gaining clarity. Oftentimes, I’ll feel like my whole world is crashing down but when I look at it 
written out on paper, I realize it’s not as many things or as bad as I think. Just the act of 
writing them down helps me let go a little and see things from a different perspective.  

2. Eliminate, delegate, automate and delay as much as I can. | First, I eliminate 
anything that doesn’t align with my deepest desires. If I’m questioning if something belongs 
on the list, I take that as a sign to eliminate it. One of the best things my former life coach, 
Emily Cassel, taught me about decision-making is that if something’s not a “hell yes!” it 
should be a firm “no”. Delegating doesn’t come quite as easily to me - I might be a closet 
type A control freak. But as a mom and entrepreneur, I know that my time and energy is 
limited and I simply can’t do everything myself. It’s not a sign of weakness to ask for help. If 
there are things on your list that aren’t your strong suit or you dread doing, those should be 
the first that you delegate. Delegating could look like hiring an accountant even though you 
could save money by doing your taxes yourself because your time is more valuable. It can also 
look like asking your partner to take over a recurring household task for you, like taking the 
dog to the vet. Automation has been a lifesaver for me this past year. I now have things like 
paper goods, cleaning supplies and our weekly grocery haul delivered via subscription services. 
The time and mental space this saves me is incredible. Shopping is the easiest, but I strongly 
encourage you to consider automating recurring household tasks wherever you can! Lastly, 
you can narrow down your to-do list by simply deciding what can be delayed. The question I 
ask myself is “What’s the worst thing that will happen if I don’t get this done today”? Usually 
the answer is nothing. I will 100% put off cooking and cleaning when I’m in a period of intense 
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creative work. But then if I’m hosting a party on a Saturday, I’ll include more household tasks 
on my daily to-do lists during the week leading up to it.  

3. Choose 3 tasks from what’s left on your list | Now that I have effectively narrowed 
down my to-do list, I choose the 3 tasks I’ll focus on by the following parameters: what type 
of work I’m in the mood to do that day, which task will move me the furthest towards my 
biggest goals and what’s the most urgent. If I start with what I’m feeling the most inspired to 
do, I can almost guarantee that I’ll be energized to do more after checking that thing off the 
list. I also find that doing the most urgent thing last is a good way to trick yourself into 
getting all 3 things done! I don’t always do things in this order or have 3 tasks that fulfill the 3 
parameters exactly, but it’s a good general rule of thumb for me. For you, it might feel more 
motivating to check off the most urgent task first before moving onto the rest of your list. 
Find a system that works for you and then be consistent with it! Productivity is like a muscle 
- the more consistent you are, the easier it will become.  

4. Use the rest as your to-do list for the coming week or month | After I’ve chosen 
my 3 tasks, I take a look back at my narrowed down to-do list from step 2 and make a plan 
for how and when I’ll tackle those things too. Usually when I go through this whole exercise, 
it’s because I have a really tough week coming up, so I’ll have a lot of tasks leftover. But 
because I went through the process of eliminating, delegating and automating, the rest of the 
list will feel more manageable. Remember, slow and steady work is sustainable and it takes 
sustained, focused work to create success. I hang onto this master list and use it to make my 
daily to-do lists for as long as it takes to cross everything off.   

In Conclusion 

Adopting this inspired approach to productivity has truly changed my life and business. My hope is 
that this guide gives you permission to break away from any work habits that feel draining and 
unsustainable to establish a method and process that truly works for you. Take my life as an example 
that you don’t have to work 80 hours a week and sacrifice your relationships, health and peace of 
mind to achieve your goals. By eliminating the excess and getting to the heart of what it is you desire 
most in life, you can take consistent, inspired action towards it. On the days when things aren’t 
flowing easily, take that as a sign to check in with your intuition. No person can show up as their best 
and brightest self 100% of the time. It’s ok to take breaks when you need them, so you can come 
back refreshed and ready to keep moving towards your goals. 
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Inspired Productivity To-Do List Worksheet 

Use this worksheet on days when you’re battling overwhelm and confusion over what 
your next steps should be. Always remember your deepest desires and use them to 
inform the way you prioritize and structure your day. 

1. List everything you could possibly do today: 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2. Now go back and ask yourself these questions, crossing off tasks as you go: What tasks could I 
eliminate because they aren’t really that important to me? What tasks could I delegate to someone 
else or ask for help with? Are there any tasks that I could automate to reduce my workload? What can 
be delayed? What’s the worst thing that would happen if I don’t get this task done today?  

3. Out of the tasks that remain, circle 3 that you want to focus on today.  

4. If there are any leftover tasks, use this list to choose your 3 tasks for tomorrow, and the day after 
- as long as it takes to check everything off.  

5. Enjoy the satisfaction of knowing you accomplished inspired productivity!
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